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POETRY

devour
ALEX ALLEN

you know liver by its duckness

you know grebe by its red eyes, duckly
  waiting in waders to catch 
   one hell-diver on a soda can tab

you know lobster by the way it swims on 
  your plate—you tongue a salmon’s char 
 
you know squirrel by its blending brush
  the softness of its hair tip on skin flakes
   —how you squirrel a smoky eye
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you know deer in your freezer—you know
      crimp by its Icelandic 
    and goat by its mircron
      you know cashmere by its waves

 you know coyote by its fur collar
      how your collar slinks 
     down your night-walk
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you know tree by its sanded grains
  asphalt parkways and heat island shade
   you know oak tree by the taste 
    of smoked bacon in your
     glass of cabernet—
you know
   ash by its heartbeat and pine 
    by its soundboard—how it 
breathes in humid tunes 
   strains against iron cast humility—
you know forest 
  by its skeletal highways
   you know highways 
 

 

you know mountain by its tops waxed
  its bikini fishermen—research trucks and 
          concrete coverings 
its canned peaks and bugged lodges
  its crushed volcanism and how 
   your skin snags 
    on bed flannel 
you know smoke—you think       
  you know smoke
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you know sea by its Jurassic islands—you know
   its sashimi by sewage
    its lamp lit shores—you 
know fin soups in oils
  you know whale by its largesse 
              its sweep 
  how it calls by lost ships—who shipwreck and
   beach-crush-organs
    and gasses-between-layers

 
 
 

 

you know earth by its ligaments
   these raw islands in self-digestion
  you know sanded 
   skin’s softness—it knows
  salted pigs and your iced-up wood chipper 
you know bottles of fish bones in tasted-up thyme
you know road mink by its cracklure—it knows  
  how your tongue swells
   how roadkill liquefies your teeth 
  —your cracked ribs 
   and cedars shaved
`   —droplets in acid rich—it knows 
  you—your ballooning nothing and  
the openings in your eyes


